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PRESERVE   AND PROTECT
CHALLENGING
EXTERIOR SURFACES
Whether applied to a buildings roof or walls, 
Expandothane is the lifetime solution for an adaptable, 
versatile, waterproof coating that building owners and 
design professionals can trust. From a difficult 
architectural waterproofing project to a coating to 
improve aesthetics, Expandothane has been the right 
solution for the job since 2004.

www.superiorseamlessroofing.com
860	- 238	- 3113

APPROVED INSTALLER



Quality You Can Trust

RELIABLE
MANUFACTURER
Spray EZ Equipment and 
Coatings Inc. is a leading 
manufacturer of 
Expandothanefor the 
construction industry and is 
located here in USA. 
SuperiorSeamless Roofing 
installs roof systems and 
coating solutions that meet 
the most rigorous industry 
standards, and has the 
training and experience that 
has no rival in New England.

TESTED. PROVEN. TRUSTED.
Expandothane expands 7% by 
volume as it is sprayed to create a 
1/4”, monolithic, seamless and pliable 
roofing membrane that has been 
proven on thousands of roofs all over 
the world for nearly two decades.

ABOUT THIS GUIDE

This brochurediscusses:

• How Expandothane
Coatings Solve  
Challenging Problems

• The Advantages of  
Choosing
Expandothane

TESTED TECHNOLOGY
Nearly two decades ago, 
Spray EZ Equipment and 
Coatings Inc. revolutionized 
the roofing repair industry 
with ExpandothaneModified 
Polyurea; a plural-component 
hybrid with micro blowing 
agents to create a hard skin 
that expands five to seven 
times its volume to span gaps 
and fill bug holes and 
conforms to any surface or 
substrate and is complete 
with a real lifetime warranty.

ANSWERS TO COMMON 
CHALLENGES
The weakness of other roofing systems is in 
the seams, along with improper installation 
and short life of common roofing like EPDM 
and TPO. Even metal roofing corrodes over 
time. Water permeation, cracking, peeling 
and lack of durability cause many 
headaches for building owners and 
contractors alike. Expandothaneis 
engineered to overcome these difficult 
situations with self flashing and seamless 
application, providing peace of mind and 
dependable solutions that can be 
maintained,despitechallenging conditions, 
and is guaranteed for life.



ROOF DEFICIENCIES

DETRIMENTAL  ENVIRONMENT

LEAKS & WATERINTRUSION

Exterior waterproofing systems are expected to weather the toughest conditions without failing. These systems 
must retain their waterproofing and water-resistant qualities over many years but with difficult maintenance and 
constant ongoing investment and attention, they are end up costing more and more while providing less and 
less. Expandothane changes that paradigm.

FUNCTIONAL

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE

CoatingsFor Challenging Conditions

www.superiorseamlessroofing.com 860.238.3113

Many regions face ocean salt 
spray, intense sun, unstable ground, 
or blowing wind and rain. In addition, 
other roofing products and their 
related industrial processes release 
corrosive gases and residues that 
attack traditional roofing materials. 
Expandothaneinstallations have 
zero disruption on the people and 
business inside the building.

With our Superior Silicone topcoat for 
UltraViolet protection, the only 
maintenance required is re-covering 
silicone 20-25 years in the future. 
Other than the coating, 
Expandothanerequires zero day-to-
day maintenance and can be cleaned 
easily and can even be power 
washed if necessary.

Cracks, damage, and points of 
failure in existing roof systems 
often cause headaches for building 
owners. The issues may be merely 
cosmetic to begin with but will 
develop into much more serious 
structural issues with no symptoms 
until a catastrophic failure. 
Expandothane expands into gaps, 
cracks, and seams to make leaking 
impossible

Water intrusion, through either leaks 
or condensation, is the number-one 
challenge for most exterior 
construction surfaces. This results in 
deteriorating substrate conditions, 
interior and property damage, 
devaluation of the structure, and 
interruption of occupancy. 
Expandothane eliminates these 
problems by being seamless and self 
flashing.



The Advantages of 
Choosing Expandothane

REFLECTIVE
Highly reflective, top-quality polyurea reflects
a majority of the sun’s heat, dramatically  
lowering the temperature of the roof and 
interior temperatures. This  results in reduced 
HVAC loads, which saves
energy usage and expense. 

COHESIVE
A roof is only as strong as it was installed.  With 
a polyurea coating solution, the  entire roof 
becomes a singular membrane.  All penetrations 
and details are cohesively  combined into one 
solid surface, eliminating  points of failure that 
are common with compromised materials or 
seamed roofs.

VERSATILE
Polyuera coatings can be applied  over existing 
substrates, including built-up,  modified bitumen, 
concrete, metal, single-ply,  and many more. 
Expandothane can be used on virtually any flat 
and  low-slope roof, and is guaranteed for life.

Expandothane PolyureaWaterproof Coating
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Expandothane	was	developed	by	the	
principles	 at	Spray	EZ	Equipment	and	
Coatings	Inc after	40	years	of	SPF	and	
polyurea roofing	experience	 as	a	
better	alternative	 to	the	mainstream	
roof.	Since	Expandothane	carries	a	
lifetime	warranty,	it	has	a	lower	cost	of	
ownership	when	compared	to	the	20-
30	year	roofing	systems	and	remains	
pliable	 in	all	weather	conditions	while	
giving	your	roof	protection	from	the	
harsh	environments.	

§ 250 mills vs 80 too, 60 EPDM
§ Full Lifetime Warranty Lower
§ Cost of Ownership, ie; 

Maintenance costs savings 
over time


